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Pacelli intruder makes
unwelcomed visits
Emily Gaffney
Campus Editor

Two incidents recently occurred in Pacelli Hall
involving an intruder in students’ rooms. In each
incident, a female student in Pacelli Hall woke up in
the middle of the night to an intruder in her room. In
a matter of seconds, the intruder was gone, according to Timothy Peppard, director of Campus Safety
Services.
Currently, the two incidents are under investigation.
CSS is interviewing students who think they may have
witnessed something.
“We’re trying to put together all of the information
we can, but there isn’t much,” said Peppard.
There is no clear description of the intruder, but
Peppard said that because the building is locked, he
is inclined to think that the perpetrator is someone in
the building.
Peppard said that it appears that the students’ rooms
were unlocked and that is how the intruder gained access. After the incidents were reported, CSS checked
the keys of everyone in the building to ensure all were
accounted for.
The incidents were reported to CSS on Sept. 30, a
few days after the second incident occurred. However,
the first incident occurred weeks before the report was
made to CSS.
According to John Mack, assistant director of
residence life, “The RAs [resident assistants] have
reported each incident as soon as they have been made
aware by residents.”
Pacelli residents were informed of the two incidents
shortly after the reports were made to CSS.
Photo by Emily Gaffney

CSS suspects that unlocked dorm room doors allowed an
unknown intruder to enter the rooms of two students in Pacelli Hall.

Please see, PACELLI, p. 3

Blocked on campus

Katie Sheridan
Editor in Chief

Students have found a new
forum for relieving frustrations and starting discussions
about peers and campus organizations. Collegeacb.com
(acronym stands for Anonymous Confession Board) allows users to anonymously
make posts without censor-

ship or repercussions.
The site, no longer accessible from the JCU campus
server, was blocked by JCU’s
Information Technology Service Department on Sept. 28
at the request of Sherri Crahen, dean of students.
Crahen was unfamiliar
with CollegeACB until two
female students victimized

by the site brought it to her
attention.
“They pulled it up on my
computer and showed it to me
and I was appalled,” said Crahen. “I was very concerned
about the types of comments
that students were posting
about each other.”
Crahen talked with Donna
Byrnes, associate dean of stu-

OMA office
left with no
permanent
leadership
Dan Cooney
Campus Editor

After four years as the director of
the Office of Multicultural Affairs,
Janetta Hammock departed from
John Carroll University on Tuesday
to pursue other opportunities. She
is working to complete a doctoral
degree from Case Western Reserve
University and is running out of
time to finish the program. She also
plans to spend more time with her
11-month-old adopted daughter.
Marlo Henderson, OMA’s secretary, also left the University Aug.
23 to work as an administrative assistant at Hathaway Brown School
in Shaker Heights. As of Tuesday,
both Hammock and Henderson
were still listed as employees on the
University’s website.
OMA will continue to be staffed
on an interim basis. Donna Byrnes,
JCU’s associate dean of students,
will split time between her current
position and OMA, located in the
Administration Building room 126.
The Rev. Valentino Lassiter, JCU’s
pastor in residence and a professor
in the department of theology and
religious studies, has also agreed to
provide interim help in OMA.
Byrnes and Lassiter join three
current staff members in the Office. Graduate Assistant Jonathan
Washington will work with student
cultural organizations during his 20hour work week. Two work-study
students will also man the Office.
“We’re not closing the Office,”
Dean of Students Sherri Crahen
said. “We want students to continue
to use the Office.”
According to the OMA’s mission, it “supports the academic
success and overall adjustment to
campus life of students of color.
Additionally, it promotes a holistic
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Hatching new businesses

Campus
Briefs

Muldoon Center will debut new business formation center next semester

Ugandan
missionary
speaks to JCU
community

John Jackson

Assistant Campus Editor

Sister Rosemary Nyirumbe,
a missionary who has worked in
Uganda, spoke to the John Carroll community yesterday in the
Dolan Center for Science and
Technology.
Nyirumbe opened a safe house
for women and children who escaped the Lord’s Resistance Army
in Gulu, Uganda. The safe house
was later changed into a school to
help women and young girls learn
skills to be self sufficient. The
girls learned vocational skills like
sewing, cooking and cleaning free
of charge with room and board
free as well.
Not only did the school offer
lessons on life skills, the school
also offers rehabilitation and
counseling sessions for women
who were abducted by the Lord’s
Resistance Army. Nyirumbe said
the program helps about 300
women and their babies every
year.
The event was sponsored by
the department of political science
and the Program in Peace, Justice
and Human Rights.

Mellen Series
brings fall
speaker

The Carroll News

Richard J. Hipple, Chairman
of the Board, President, and CEO
of Brush Engineered Materials
Inc. will be speaking today in
the LSC Conference Room from
5 – 6 p.m.
Hipple is speaking through the
Mellen Series. The Mellen Series
on Publicly-held Corporations is
a lecture series sponsored by the
Boler School of Business. Each
speaker is a chief executive officer
in his or her Ohio-based company
who speaks to the John Carroll
community about the challenges
of the job and the strategic focuses
they have.
Hipple’s company, Brush
Engineered Materials Inc. is a
78-year-old company that develops, manufactures and markets highly engineered advanced
materials to global consumers in
markets ranging from telecommunications, medical, data storage and electronic appliances. A
reception will immediately follow
the lecture.

A new project will be implemented in the Muldoon Center for
Entrepreneurship next semester.
The Hatchery will be built in the
center, located on the third floor of
the Boler School of Business, to
provide resources to students who
have their own business or who have
business plans. The new center will
be equipped with various resources
to help selected students implement
their business strategy.
Mark Hauserman, director of the
Muldoon Center for Entrepreneurship said the center took a study
of other universities with similar
programs.
“We did a study of the top
thirteen programs [for entrepreneurship] in the U.S.,” he said. “Belmont
University in Tennessee had a program similar to the Hatchery.”
Hauserman said the area will
virtually be open “24 hours a day.”
Students can access the Hatchery
through a key fob system.
Inside the Hatchery there will be
resources like telephones, computers, fax machine, copier, conference
area, internet phone system and
white board.
Hauserman said one unique
aspect will be the Voice Operated
Internet Phones (VOIP) that will

allow students to have their own
business number that will be able to
connect to their cell phones.
The construction and office
supplies are all funded through
donations from guests who attended
the Muldoon Awards Dinner on
Sept. 19.
Brian Sprafka, a member of the
Entrepreneurs Association (EA), a
group of about 200 business owners in the area, is in charge of the
Student Entrepreneurship Liaison
Committee.
Students will make an application to be in the Hatchery which will
be reviewed and either approved or
denied by the liaison committee.
“Submit a plan of action with
[a] business plan or ideas and if [it]
sounds like a reasonable venture
then the application would be accepted,” Hauserman said.
After the student is accepted
into the program they will be assigned a business coach from the
entrepreneurship association. This
mentor will be selected to help the
student in specific areas, be it marketing, management or finance for
one semester.
After a semester, the plan will be
reviewed, a new mentor may be assigned, and the idea taken to reality
bridge or dropped.
“The mentors are skilled in self
proclaimed areas of business,”

Hauserman said.
Seniors Corey Pender and Paul
Merrill will be managers of the
Hatchery office space. Currently
both work in the Muldoon Center
for Entrepreneurship through work
study.
Merrill said that although he
is not studying to receive the entrepreneurship minor, he still has
participated in some of the other
programs that are available like Idea
Lab and Entrepreneurship Immersion Week (EIW).
“I think that the Hatchery will
definitely bring awareness to the
entrepreneurship program, Idea Lab
and EIW which are all good experiences,” Merrill said.
Derek Soeder, a sophomore who
is currently enrolled in the third
class of the minor, said the lessons
have been beneficial.
“The classes exceeded my
expectation,” he said. “We learned
things that not only will help us
in entrepreneurship, but in any
field.”
He thinks the Hatchery will
lend to a more practical use for
the knowledge gained in the classroom.
“I have a couple of ideas that
were too complicated to be [implemented] in any classroom project so
far,” he said. “I think the Hatchery
will be the perfect outlet for screen-

ing my business products to see if
any can actually happen.”
Not only is Merrill excited to
help manage the Hatchery he also
wants to be one of the first businesses involved in the process.
“I have a business, Carroll Cuts,
a lawn care business for the surrounding community. I’m looking
forward to being one of the guinea
pig projects for the Hatchery,” he
said.
As more details are set for when
construction is to begin, Hauserman
is seeing a vision become tangible
and some goals being met. He said
the Entrepreneurship program has
three main objectives.
“One is to support the student;
two, give EA members an opportunity to give back by mentoring the
student and use their expertise to
guide them; and three is to provide
recognition to students and the
program.”
The ultimate goal for the University program is to become one of the
top 25 entrepreneurship programs in
the country.
“This is another piece in the
puzzle,” Hauserman said.
Presently this program is not tied
to any academic project, so students
won’t be able to receive credit for
the work done in the Hatchery, but
Hauserman said that he will be looking into that option in the future.

Office of Multicultural Affairs loses secretary and director,
University to hire replacements with help of campus
From OMA, p. 1
educational experience for the
university community by fostering an appreciation of and respect
for all cultures. The OMA seeks
to increase the understanding and
highlight the cultural differences
and similarities of racial and underrepresented groups.”
Sophomore Maurice Redd uses
the Office to discuss issues only the
staff would understand.
“Sometimes we have issues
where nobody else would understand except the people in OMA,”
he said. “They always help us out
with the programs and events that
they have. I go there for basically
everything.”
Redd said OMA is helpful in
showing him where to find tutors
and gave him guidance on his
Student Union Senate campaign

last year. He said not having permanent staff members in the Office
would affect students who used it
regularly.
“Everybody has that go-to person that they’re comfortable with,”
Redd said. “Now, I [will] have to go
do that all over again with someone
else when I already had that.”
Crahen sees the transition period
as beneficial for the University.
“It is an opportunity for us to
spend some time with students of
color [and] to find out from them:
‘What are your needs and how can
we best meet those needs?’” she
said. “We are going to rehire positions. We just have to think about
what kinds of skills and experiences
in the next people we hire make the
most sense to meet our students’
needs.”
Campus-wide feedback will be
critical to the hiring process for the
vacant positions in OMA.

“In the next month and a half,
[the University] will be conducting meetings with students of
color, the multicultural student
organizations, faculty, and other
administrators to talk about how
best can we move forward to meet
the needs of our students who are
in underrepresented groups,” said
Mark McCarthy, vice president of
student affairs.
The natural time to do a job
search in the student affairs field is
during the spring.
“My thinking is we would be
best served to get the largest candidate pool in the spring,” Crahen
said.
After looking at the needs of
students and the practices of their
peer institutions, JCU will put
together job descriptions for their
needs in OMA.
“Once we develop job descriptions for those positions, we will

post them so that we get a national
pool of candidates,” McCarthy
said. “We’ll have a search committee that’s put together [and] we’ll
involve students in that process
to do interviews and to be part of
the process of having input on the
selection process. I certainly think
by the end of next semester, we’ll
know who our people are and have
them in place to start.”
Junior Odell Brown feels John
Carroll will find the most qualified
people to do the job.
“I trust that the University will
do its best to hire people of intellect
and character that will be wholeheartedly dedicated to the OMA
office and the students they serve,”
he said. “For me, both Janetta and
Marlo truly exemplify what it
means to be women for others. I
hope that the new hires can [and]
will uphold and maintain this standard of excellence.”

Campus Safety Log
October 1, 2010
Possession of drugs was reported in
Hamlin Hall at 12:13 a.m.

October 1, 2010
A report was filed at 1:49 a.m. of an
underage persons offense in Millor Hall.

October 1, 2010
Criminal mischief was reported in Murphy
Hall at 11:36 p.m.

October 3, 2010
A report of liquor control was taken at
1:58 a.m. in Murphy Hall.

October 3, 2010
Disrespect for oneself was reported from
an off-campus location at 2:20 a.m.

October 3, 2010
Disorderly conduct was reported at
2:47 a.m. in Millor Hall.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information contact x1615.

Campus
John Carroll blocks CollegeACB on
Printers
no
longer
on
hold
campus server amidst concerns
www.jcunews.com
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From WEBSITE, p. 1
dents, and they agreed that the site should be
blocked as soon as possible.
“I think the school was right to block the
site,” said Amanda Papa, Student Union president. “It was an extremely negative forum and
only had the potential to hurt students.”
The website’s mission statement reads:
“The CollegeACB or College Anonymous
Confession Board seeks to give students a
place to vent, rant and talk to college peers in
an environment free from social constraints
and about subjects that might otherwise be
taboo.”
The site’s owner and operator, Wesleyan
University junior, Peter Frank, claims that it
was not created with the intent for students
to bash one another. Regardless, the site’s
content is often very controversial.
While the John Carroll CollegeACB
site does include some harmless discussion
boards, it has also served as a forum where
students have anonymously called out their
peers by name, critiqued appearances and
reputations, and contributed other rumors.
In an interview with NBC Connecticut,
Frank said, “Right now, it’s [the site is] mostly
used for gossip. That’s largely a result of us
taking over juicycampus.com, but that’s never
been our mission, and we’ve never called for
salacious gossip.”
When juicycampus.com, a similar style
website, shut down on Feb. 5, 2009, they
were paid by CollegeACB to direct users to
Frank’s site.
According to the JuicyCampus blog, the
site shut down because of budgetary reasons,
not lawsuits. However, a Time Magazine article pointed out that “this happened around
the time two state attorneys general began

investigating the site for possibly violating
consumer-protection laws and its own terms
of use.”
Crahen didn’t threaten CollegeACB with a
lawsuit, but she did e-mail the site from her account explaining who she is and her concerns
about the way students are using the site.
“I received an automated response,” said
Crahen. “It was disappointing to say the
least.”
According to Time Magazine numerous
individuals and several schools have asked
Frank to delete comments or remove the site
all together.
Frank is able to keep the site in operation
due partly to the Communications Decency
Act of 1996. This shields website operators
from liability for user-generated content.
Frank will remove content when requested.
It could take a day or two, but users are sent
a link with the status of their request. Information can also be automatically removed if
enough logged-in users report a post.
The site is still in operation, but students
are discouraged from using the site by administrators and Student Union.
Ashley Bauer, Student Union VP for communications, said, “As a Jesuit university, we
represent the Jesuit value of men and women
for others. Specifically in the collegeacb.com
situation, we hope that students will represent
this Jesuit value by eliminating the usage of
this website in our community.”
Crahen encourages students affected by the
website to utilize resources on campus like
the Violence Prevention and Action Center,
the University Counseling Center and campus
ministry.
As for the future of the site beyond JCU,
according to Time Magazine, Frank said, “I’m
untouchable.”

Behind CollegeACB.com
• CollegeACB stands for “College Anonymous
Confession Board”
• The website’s mission “seeks to give students a
place to vent, rant and talk to college peers in
an environment free.”

Claire Olderman
Staff Writer

The printers on campus have experienced
several glitches since the John Carroll University computer system was upgraded this
summer from Windows XP to Windows 7,
the newest version.
One such glitch was the “printer on hold”
message that some students got when trying
to print.
“I had several issues with printing. I
thought I had it, but the computer kept saying the printer was on hold,” said junior
Adele Koury. “After several more attempts,
I gave up.”
Additionally, some students were having
problems with the location where papers
were printing. Students would try to print in
one location, but their papers would print in
another location on campus.
This happened because under the previous
system, the only printing options a student
had were those of the location where he or
she was logged in. However, with Windows
7, when a student logged into a computer
all campus printing options available to that
student were available no matter where a
student was printing.
Junior Sam Scala has encountered this
problem.
“I’ve gone to print things out, and they’ve
gone to other [printers],” Scala said.
Information Technology Services found
that the printer accounting vendor’s software
did not work properly under Windows 7.
On Oct. 1, Senior Client/Server Specialist

From PACELLI, p. 1
Freshman Pacelli resident Jessica Kreuzer
said, “People don’t leave doors open now.”
Kreuzer also mentioned that the incidents
have brought residents together. “The bonding is nice, but it’s sad that it’s because of
this,” she said.
Only the residents in Pacelli were officially informed of the incidents via an
e-mail from Residence Life. According to
Peppard, an e-mail was not sent out to the
entire campus because of the circumstances
of the incidents.
“The incidents seem localized and there
is no indication otherwise. When something

Je Lem, wrote a script to help remove the
printers from students’ profiles.
This put students like Scala more at
ease.
“Hearing they’re fixed will take down my
stress level if I need to print something before
class,” said Scala.
Koury has also found her printing problem
quelled.
“I had no trouble at all with printing a
paper. My problem was fixed,” she said.
Despite the printing problems, James
Burke, associate chief information officer,
said the system upgrade is positive for
JCU.
The upgrade consolidated the Academics
and Campus domains into one domain: Campus. Prior to the switch, Microsoft required
the two domains to remain separate because
of the security differences.
“Folks who had both an Academics account and a Campus account would need
to log into each one separately in order to
access the resources they needed for specific tasks. This means they would not have
access to all their files from both accounts,
not to mention keeping track of multiple
passwords,” said Burke.
Another improvement is the elimination
of errors regarding roaming profiles, which is
information saved to a student’s settings.
“If you were inconvenienced by log off
errors last year because your profile was over
quota, those errors have been eliminated,”
says Burke.
Also, everything saved to a desktop is now
automatically saved to back-up files.

affects all of campus, we go about informing
differently,” said Peppard.
Aside from the investigation, Residence
Life and CSS are focusing on promoting
student safety.
Residence Life has posted signs reminding students to always lock their doors and to
avoid tailgating, or allowing others to enter a
residence hall behind them. The Pacelli RAs
have increased the number of rounds they do
and CSS is patrolling the hall as well.
“From the first report we have been making students aware of the situation, reminding
students about personal safety, and asking
for more information about the incidents be
shared with CSS,” said Mack.

“We’re trying to put together all of the
information we can, but there isn’t
much.”

• Peter Frank, a junior at Wesleyan University in
Middletown, Conn., maintains the website

– Timothy Peppard
Director of Campus Safety Services

Campus Calendar : Oct. 7 - Oct. 13
7

Thursday

A Coffeehouse
event from 9 - 10
p.m. in the Student
Center Atrium
is sponsored by
SUPB.

8

Friday

Oktoberfest,
sponsored by
SUPB, will be
9 - 10 p.m. on the
Keller Commons.

9

Saturday

The Ohio Fair
Trade Expo from
9 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. will be in
the Dolan Center
for Science and
Technology
Atrium.

10

Sunday

A Blue Streak
Preview day will
begin at 10:30
a.m. in the Dolan
Center for Science
and Technology for
high school juniors
and seniors.

11

Monday

Happy Columbus
Day!
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12

Tuesday

Women’s soccer
and volleyball
will each travel
to play at Mount
Union at 7 p.m.

13

Wednesday

Post-Racial
comedy tour
sponsored by
the Cultural
Awareness series
will be from 7- 9
p.m. in Kulas
Auditorium.

Join the Carroll Crazies for
Blue-Gold Community Day!

Join us at Don Shula Stadium to watch the
Blue Streaks take on the Quakers!
Kick off is this Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Want to be a Carroll Crazy?
e-mail agiannell11@jcu.edu
for more information
DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY!
(valid only at our two locations)
Catering Any Occasion...
Cookie, Pastry & Bagel Trays
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Delivery to JCU on orders $75 or more. No delivery fee!
Panera Bread / Dellarco Enterprises
Shaker Plaza
20060 Van Aken Blvd.
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
Ph: 216.751.3566

Panera Bread / Dellarco Enterprises
Points East Plaza
7357 Mentor Ave.
Mentor OH 44060
Ph: 440.975.902
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East Asian Festival returns to JCU
Festival and The Orchid Ensemble showcases East Asian culture
Claire Olderman
Kaitlin Gill
The Carroll News

John Carroll University East Asian Studies program invited local high school students
to join them for the annual East Asian Festival. The event served an opportunity for those
in attendance to learn more about the newly
created East Asian studies major as well as
Japanese, Chinese and Korean culture.
The celebration took place on Monday,
Oct. 4 in the Dolan Atrium.
Pamela Mason, director of East Asian
Studies, along with Roger Purdy, coordinator of East Asian studies, helped to put on an
event for the community.
“It [East Asian Studies] increases awareness on campus,” said Purdy. The number of
foreign exchange students on campus varies
by semester.
Purdy saw this as a good way to connect with those who come to JCU to study
abroad.
“This is the first year that we can add East
Asian studies meet your major to the festival
because it is official,” said sophomore Rebecca Secula, an East Asian studies major.
Mason gave a talk to a group of high
school students about the new major.
“[We’re] excited about prospective students,” said Mason.
The festival is a way for high school
students to explore their options, through
continuing their studies at a higher level of
education.
“It attracts students throughout the University,” Mason said. “It doesn’t so much
compete with other majors as it compliments
them.”
While academics were addressed, culture

Intermediate Chinese students senior JR Santosdiaz, sophomore Annaka Whitehouse, sophomore Hui Sian Tan.
and sophomore Joan Yokie, with professor Wei Cai at the East Asian Festival.
was a large component of the festival. Tofu,
vegetable rice, and potatoes were just some
of the foods that were offered at the festival,
which was purchased from Korea House and
Flying Cranes.
Along with food, there was a Korean martial arts performing group, a Taiko drumming
group, Yume Daiko, and Tai Chi instructed by
Dorina Shen. The festival also offered flower
arranging, called Ikebana, with instructors
from local chapter Ikebana International.
Attendants moved to Saint Francis Chapel
for a special presentation by the Orchid Ensemble. The performance was sponsored the

East Asian Studies Program and Liturgical
Music and Musical Arts.
The Orchid Ensemble utilizes ancient musical instruments to musically depict the culture and traditions of China, India and beyond.
The members of The Orchid Ensemble, Lan
Tung, Haiqiong Deng and Jonathan Bernard
combined erhu, vocals, zheng, marimba and
percussion.
The ensemble has toured throughout North
America and is known for commissioning
musical pieces from both Canadian and United
States composers for their performance.
At their performance, the musical group

Local business leader explains Ohio’s
international contributions
Kaitlin Gill

Campus Spotlight Editor

International business leader and Osaka, Japan native,
Koichi Tanaka, has a first hand look at the daily economic
relationship between Japan and the United States.
On Oct. 5, Tanaka spoke to JCU students, professors and
community members as part of the East Asian Festival and
Maroon Discussion Series.
Tanaka is the general manager for TOMATEC, a food
packaging company and a branch of the Toyo Seikan
Group. He has been an international business leader for
twenty years, and currently resides in the United States.
Every seat was filled in the Boler School of Business
classroom as Tanaka gave his presentation containing a
brief introduction of Japanese culture and history. The
second part of his presentation was about the difference in
business between Japan and the United States.
As the general manager of TOMATEC, Tanaka covers
business, documentation, accounting and hires within the
company.
“I was interested in foreign cultures and foreign affairs
and wanted to put that knowledge to use,” said Tanaka.
Tanaka’s presentation provided information about the
various factors within international business, and the essence of working with others in business.
Tanaka spoke about how to handle an International
Business meeting, and explained the concept of “honorifics” within Japanese business—proper customs, language,
gestures and etiquette. He also explained the differing
employment systems within Japan and the United States.
Tanaka offered personal experience during the presentation. He spoke of his biggest personal challenges with his
occupation adaptation.
“Adapting the knowledge and cultural aspects of other

countries, and using
that knowledge in
business meetings
[was a personal
challenge],” said
Tanaka.
Tanaka was educated in Japan and
earned a position
with TOMATEC
right after graduation.
“In Japan, the
best chance to get
a job is right after
college graduation.
Photo by Kaitlin Gill
If you miss that
Koichi
Tanaka
after
his
talk
chance, it is much
more difficult,” he “Business Culture and Business
Practice in America and Japan.”
said.
With Tanaka’s experience in International Business, he wanted to give advice
to students with aspirations in this field.
“Try to gain knowledge of other cultures,” said Tanaka.
The East Asian Studies department enjoys having
speakers like Tanaka and encourages learning about other
cultures partly through the Maroon Discussion Series. It is
a program sponsored by Maroon, Incorporated, of Avon,
Ohio. Maroon, Incorporated, is a specialty chemical distributor, which not only does business in Northeastern Ohio,
but reaches international consumers as well. The series
invites Asian and American business leaders to discuss
Asia-related issues in business and the economy.

Photo by Jillian Dunn

played eight pieces representing different aspects of mainly Chinese culture. Throughout
the presentation, the group members informed
the audience about the background of the
songs and traditions behind the lyrics.
Many of the compositions were dedicated
to the moon, clouds and flowers which, as
explained by the group members, is custom in
China. Some songs that followed this tradition
were, “Dancing Moon,” “Harvest Season,”
and “Xiao He Tang Shui.”
The events left all those in attendance
with a better understanding of East Asian
cultures.

Highlights
• Fine Asian cuisine served
to campus community

• Faculty and students

participating side-by-side
trying to provide a
fulfilling experience

•

Orchid Ensemble
performs multiple times
for JCU student body

•

The Maroon Discussion
Series continues this year
providing business
students and aspiring
professionals a look into
globalization and East
Asian relations

Sports
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Volleyball team on five-game skid
Zach Mentz
Staff Writer

Tim Ertle

Sports Editor

Race has nothing to do
with it whatsoever
I was just getting over LeBron
James leaving Cleveland and taking
his talents to South Beach to play for
the Miami Heat.
Tomorrow will be the threemonth anniversary (but who’s
counting?) of that fateful day when
he made his decision on national
television to join the Heat.
But just when I was starting to
move on, LeBron James dropped
the next bombshell, claiming that he
received so much backlash because
he was an African-American.
That’s the dumbest thing I’ve
ever heard.
LeBron: people don’t hate you
because you’re black. They hate
you, that’s for sure, but it’s not
because you’re black.
Race had nothing to do with it
whatsoever. You promised a championship, didn’t deliver, and then
quit when it got too hard.
The same people that allegedly
hate you for being black were the
same people that spent their hardearned money to buy a #23 jersey.
They’re the same people that
broke open the piggy bank to buy
the newest LeBron shoes from Nike
and proudly boasted to be a “witness” to seeing you play. You were
loved ... and you were black.
There are people out there that
hate people based on the color of
their skin, and that’s unfortunate.
But that’s a small percentage of
people, and I think the race card gets
played too often in sports.
Rev. Jesse Jackson said Cavs
owner Dan Gilbert treated LeBron
James like a “runaway slave,” this
after Gilbert paid James more than
$62 million to play basketball for
seven seasons. Nice pay rate.
Even other African-American
athletes thought James’ race card
was far off.
“It’s like watching a movie,” former NBA great Charles Barkley said
during a radio interview last week.
“Just when you think it couldn’t get
any stupider, it gets more stupid.”
Skin color doesn’t matter. Fans
care too much about winning to care
about something as insignificant
as that.
Fans in Philadelphia have embraced an African-American that
participated in a dog-fighting ring
as their new quarterback. Fans have
forgiven and now adore AfricanAmerican Kobe Bryant who had
a highly-publicized extramarital
affair.
The point is, people don’t care
about race. I’m not even sure we
really care about behavior. Sins are
forgiven the second a fantastic play
is made. Michael Vick had seven
touchdowns in his first three games,
and now black and white people are
buying #7 jerseys for their kids.
We don’t care what color your
skin is, we just want to win.
Contact Tim Ertle at
tertle11@jcu.edu

The John Carroll University
volleyball team faced stiff competition last week and lost to rival Case
Western Reserve University and
Otterbein College last week.
The loss to Case was the second
time the Spartans knocked off the
Blue Streaks this season, also prevailing in the first meeting back on
Sept. 11. The loss to Otterbein was
the 2010 Ohio Athletic Conference
opener.
While back-to-back losses may
look discouraging on paper, the Blue
Streaks played much better than one
would think, but couldn’t quite pull
off a win in either match.
On Tuesday, Sept. 28 the Blue
Streaks traveled across town to
Horsburgh Gymnasium to square
off against the host Case Western
Spartans.
JCU fell behind early, losing the
first two games of the match before
winning the next two games in the
match to force a deciding fifth game.
JCU lost narrowly (21-25, 25-27,
20-25, 20-25, 15-12).
With the win, the host Spartans
improved their season record to 12
wins and three losses while the Blue
Streaks fell to a record of 13 wins
and seven losses.
On Friday, Oct. 1 the team
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Coach Cally Plummer and the Blue Streaks are trying to figure things out
and halt their current five-game losing streak, their longest of 2010.

played host to the visiting Cardinals
of Otterbein to kickoff conference
play.
Otterbein swept the match in
three games, but the Blue Streaks
held strong during the first two
games before losing the third and
final game of the match (25-20,
25-22, 25-13).
Senior Meredith McDiarmid
led John Carroll with 21 assists in

the match.
After losing both matches, the
team has hit a five-game losing
streak but still has time to turn their
play around before postseason play
begins on Nov. 2.
“Every team hits a rough patch
every now and then and that was
ours, but we plan to fight back and
push ourselves even harder in upcoming games to prove what we are

capable of,” said sophomore Sarah
Slagle, who led the Blue Streaks
with five kills against Otterbein
University.
“We continually need to want
and work to get better. We now
know where our strengths and
weaknesses are, it’s just a matter of
turning our weaknesses into positives,” said coach Cally Plummer.
“We have another opportunity to
keep working today and tomorrow
and every day in practice to get
better.”
With eight regular season games
remaining on the schedule, seven of
them against conference opponents,
every game is important as the Blue
Streaks head toward postseason
play.
“Every match is crucial. It’s almost like a do or die situation,” said
Plummer. “We want to host [home
games in the postseason], and the
top four teams do that. Our conference is very interesting this year,
but if we can finish in the top four,
we will feel like we accomplished
a goal.”
Editor’s Note: Just before this edition of The Carroll News went to
print, the Blue Streaks played The
College of Wooster. JCU lost to the
Fighting Scots by a score of 3-1.
Visit jcusports.com for full details
of the game.

Men’s and women’s soccer teams battle in close games
Julia McCormick
Staff Writer

Coaches often suggest that a
team must “learn” how to win
before they can really take off.
That includes winning the “50-50”
games - the games that could go
either way.
The John Carroll University soccer programs - both the men’s and
the women’s - had a pair of games
that could have gone either way over
the past week.
The men’s team found a way to
win two games by a combined three
goals while the women’s team lost
one and tied one, all while surrendering just a single goal.
In men’s soccer last Tuesday
night, the Blue Streaks traveled to
Meadville, Pa. to challenge Allegheny College.
The game seemed stuck at a
halt at 0-0. It was not until the 85th
minute of the game when things
changed.
Freshman Kevin McKamish put
the Blue Streaks ahead for good
when he made it a 1-0 game after
knocking home a pass from senior
David Hickey.
The Blue Streaks were able to
bring home the win in their nonconference finale, helping to set the
tone for their Ohio Athletic Conference opener later in the week.
The next day, Sept. 29, the
women’s team also traveled to
Meadville to take on the Gators
from Allegheny, the 16th ranked
team in Division III soccer.
They knew it wasn’t going to
be easy.
The women were able to keep
Allegheny from scoring and the
game ended in double overtime
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John Carroll University freshman Kevin McKamish, on left with the ball, scored his second collegiate goal,
which proved to be the game winner, in the 1-0 win over the Gators from Allegheny College. JCU followed that
win by sneaking out a 2-0 win over Otterbein on Saturday to open the Ohio Athletic Conference season.

at 0-0.
The shutout was the fourth of
the season for goalkeeper Molly
Gradowski.
After tying the No. 16 team in
the country, it didn’t get any easier
as the Blue Streaks welcomed No.
4 Otterbein College to town on
Saturday afternoon.
The women played their hearts
out throughout the game, preventing Otterbein from scoring at all in
the first half.
It was not until the 80th minute
of the game that the Cardinals were
able to get on the scoreboard and
pull ahead for good.
Solid team defense forced Gradowski to make just three saves in
the whole game.
Although the solid defense didn’t
lead to a win, the Blue Streaks took
some good away from the contest.
“Even though we finished the
week with a tie and a tough loss
against two ranked teams, it made
our team more confident knowing

how we were able to compete,”
said junior Rachel Grdina. “Playing
these teams just made us stronger
and hungrier to win our upcoming
conference games.”
This loss dropped the women’s
team to 3-6-2 and 0-1 in conference play.
Unlike the women, the men’s
team was able to sneak one out
on Saturday. They too opened the
conference part of the schedule by
hosting Otterbein.
The game was locked at 0-0 for
all of the first half. It was not until
the second half that things began
to change.
After the Blue Streaks many attempts at scoring, senior Jeff Kosek
was able to knock one in off a pass
from sophomore Wycliffe Odhiambo that put JCU ahead 1-0.
The Blue Streaks were able to
hold the lead throughout the whole
game, and kept the ball in Otterbein
territory for most of the game.
With one second remaining,

Kosek passed the ball to Hickey
who hammered it home and made
it a 2-0 final.
The final score didn’t matter, but
the team knew how crucial it was
to start off conference play on the
right foot.
“We were determined to score
in the second half. We need to win
every OAC game,” said Kosek, the
team’s senior captain. “The defense
held strong, and more shutouts like
this are the key to us winning to a
championship.”
Both the men’s and women’s
teams play Muskingum University
at Don Shula Stadium this Saturday,
Oct. 16. The women play at 12 p.m.
and the men follow at 2:30 p.m.
Editor’s Note: Just before this edition went to print, the men’s soccer
team defeated Marietta College 5-1
for their second conference win.
On Wednesday, the women’s soccer
team also played Marietta. Visit
jcusports.com for details.
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Ross has high expectations for himself, JCU football program
The Carroll News

Tim Ertle

Sports Editor

John Carroll fifth-year senior
Frank Ross came to John Carroll
University in the fall of 2006 as a
self-proclaimed “scrambling quarterback who was a good athlete, but
had only a decent arm.”
Calling himself a “good athlete”
seems to be selling himself short.
Good athletes don’t break school
records as Ross has done.
After switching to wide receiver
during his sophomore year, he’s
re-written the record book for that
position.
He’s already broken the school
record for receptions in a career
and, if all goes well, he’ll become
the Blue Streak leader in career
receiving yards as well. Currently,
he’s second in that category.
So far this season, Ross leads the
team with 27 catches for 239 yards
and a pair of touchdowns. Back in
spring ball, Ross wasn’t even sure
he would be on the team.
He earned his degree last May
and was looking to enter the coaching profession, but things didn’t fall
his way. He lost out on a graduate
assistant job at Ball State, ironically
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to Don Shula’s grandson.
JCU head coach Regis Scafe
allowed Ross to coach the Blue
Streak wide receivers, and after
being granted an extra year of eligibility because of a medical redshirt
granted by the NCAA, he elected to
come back for a fifth season.
Despite the fact that the Blue
Streaks are 1-3 after last Saturday’s
loss to Otterbein, Ross has no regrets about coming back.
“It’s frustrating being 1-3, but I
don’t have any regrets about coming back,” Ross said. “This year
has been good for me in that all of
the people I came in with, all of my
close buddies, they’re gone now.
So it’s been good for my personal
growth and development. I don’t
need to have as much of a social life.
I’ve been there and done that, and
I’m here for the game now.”
It really is all about football for
Ross. He’s enrolled in graduate
school for the semester and taking
the minimum of nine credit hours to
be eligible under NCAA rules.
After the season and semester
come to an end, Ross will get back
on the prowl to find a coaching
job.
“I have every intention of coach-

ing in the NFL,” he said. “I want to
be the next Josh McDaniels, and I’m
not going to stop until I get there.”
He already sounds like a coach
when he sums up the Blue Streaks
season.
“We’re a good football team,
and we can honestly say that. But
the reality is we’re 1-3, and yeah
we have played good teams, but
that’s just people making excuses
for us,” Ross said. “We’ve played
three teams in the top 25, but if we
want to be in the top 25, we have to
beat teams in the top 25.”
At the end of the season, Ross
hopes to continue to play either in
Canada or the Arena League. He
admits that once you stop playing,
you don’t go back. But once he’s
done playing, it’s coaching that he
wants to pursue.
He has some pretty good role
models around campus to emulate.
“Coach Scafe knows how to
win,” Ross said. “He gets us to play
with effort and desire. That stuff is
there. The pieces are in place, we
just have to put it all together and
be on our Ps and Qs.”
For Ross, effort is the biggest
thing.
“We have a lot of guys working

Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information Department

After he is done wearing the Blue Streak blue and gold, Frank Ross,
above, has ambitions to enter the professional football coaching ranks.

hard. We’re not satisfied with the
progress of the program the last
three or four years. It has been very
difficult and it’s hard to turn around.
We’re working towards it and bringing in the right people,” he said.
In addition to showing Ross how
to handle a team, Scafe has made it a
point to help his best player accomplish his NFL coaching dream.
“If you look at it, there are four
guys in the NFL with prominent
positions that are Carroll guys,”
Ross said. “And to think that all of

those guys came from a Division
III school. Coach Scafe and Coach
[Tom] Arth know all of them and are
going to help get me in touch with
those guys after the season.”
Ross knows that coming to JCU
certainly helped him get closer to
his dreams.
“I didn’t really expect all the
connections when I got [to JCU],”
Ross said. “But it’s been an absolute
blessing to come to John Carroll and
it has certainly helped me towards
meeting my goals.”

John Carroll Blue Streak varsity athletics: Weekly Round-up
Football

The Blue Streaks lost a tough
one on the road, 56-28, to the
Cardinals from Otterbein College.
Again it was turnovers that did the
Blue Streaks in. JCU put the ball on
the ground four times, losing two
fumbles. Additionally, Otterbein
picked off two passes to bring the
turnover tally to four on the day.
JCU hosts winless Wilmington
College on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
The Quakers have scored 14 points
in four games.

Cross Country

Both the Blue Streaks men’s
and women’s cross country teams
competed in the All-Ohio Championships, hosted by Cedarville University, over the weekend. Among
Division III teams, the women took
12th of 19 teams, while the men’s
team took 14th of 20 teams.
Sophomore Ashley Aberl led
the women’s team by placing 32nd
while sophomore Pat Burns led the
men in 62nd place, 24 spots better
than his 2009 finish.

Men’s Tennis

The men’s tennis team competed in the two-day Oberlin College
Invitational over the weekend. The
event was forced indoors because
of inclement weather.
On day one, the Blue Streaks
went 4-4 in singles play and 4-4 in
doubles play.
It didn’t go as well on day
two. The Blue Streaks went 1-7 in
singles play and 2-2 in doubles with
freshman Sean Kloock picking up
the lone singles win.

Women’s Golf

The women’s golf team earned
their third top-three finish of the
season over the weekend at the
eight-team Heidelberg University
Fall Invitational.
The Blue Streaks fired a 774,
behind only Otterbein (680) and
Ohio Northern (699).
Sophomore Jackie Leuby led
JCU with a 184, good for 12th
place. Senior Ashley Pettibon
(15th) and junior Kristen Courtney
(17th) also had top-20 finishes.

Streaks of the Week

Football

Senior

Cross Country

Soccer

Soccer

Frank Ross
senior

Molly Gradowski
senior

Ashley Aberl
sophomore

Kevin McKamish
freshman

Jeff Kosek
senior

In a crowded pack, Aberl
was the first Blue Streak to
cross the finish line for the
fourth race in a row at the
All-Ohio Championships. She
finished 32nd among all Division III participants.

McKamish scored his second career goal - and it proved
to be the game winner - in
JCU’s 1-0 road win over Allegheny College. The win in
the non-conference finale set
the tone for OAC play.

In the Blue Streaks OAC
opener against Otterbein College, Kosek netted the goal that
put JCU ahead 1-0. In their second conference game against
Marietta, he scored twice and
added an assist.

Ross became the second
Blue Streak to amass over
2,000 career receiving yards
when he hauled in 12 catches
for 108 yards and a pair of
touchdowns in the loss to Otterbein.

The Blue Streaks may have
gone 0-1-1 in the last week, but
they allowed just one goal in
back-to-back games with nationally ranked competition in
No. 16 Allegheny College and
No. 4 Otterbein College.

We deliver till 2 a.m. 7 days a week!
2 medium 1-topping pizzas
$11.99
Large pizza with up to
3 toppings $10.00

Need to advertise?
Contact us at
carrollnewsads@gmail.com
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defriended:

‘The Social Network’ effectively develops betrayal in Facebook’s inception
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MOVIE REVIEW

‘The Social Network’

Jennifer Holton
Arts & Life Editor

Before Facebook creeping and
relationship statuses were an issue
and denied friend requests hurt our
feelings, there was a group of Harvard University sophomores with
the potential of making these three
things possible.
Luckily (or maybe not) for us, the
potential became a reality.
Facebook, as we all know, is the
social media giant that has altered
how we share our lives with the
world. We are addicted, yet we are in
the dark when it comes to the story of
the social conglomerate’s birth.
Director David Fincher opens
viewer’s eyes to Facebook’s origins
and the ensuing struggle over the
identity of its creators in “The Social

Network,” showing how creator
Mark Zuckerberg’s success left him
literally ‘defriended.’
The film opens with arguably
the most important scene perfectly
scripted: The socially awkward
Harvard undergraduate Zuckerberg
(Jesse Eisenberg) is trying to have
a conversation with his girlfriend
Erica (Rooney Mara). He’s talking
at the speed of sound, trying to make
a point that just doesn’t seem to be
working due to his excessive sarcastic and egotistical phrasing.
Annoyed, she breaks up with
Zuckerberg, pissing him off enough
to go home that night and create the
antecedent to Facebook, Facemash.
The site used pictures of girls from
Harvard’s campus and told guys
and girls to rate their level of attractiveness.
Gaining enough attention around
the university for his technological
ingenuity, Zuckerberg is approached
by twins Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss and Divya Narendra to
create a site for students to meet,
called Harvard Connection.
While showing interest in the

idea of the twins, Zuckerberg instead turns to his best friend Eduardo Saverin (Andrew Garfield), to
invest in a social network that has
the basics of the Winklevosses’ notion but transforms it into what we
call Facebook.
From there, the story becomes a
tale of greed, money, power, fame
and betrayal. Audiences follow the
tale’s path, feeling each theme as it
plays out in the film.
We see that as Facebook grows
larger, so do the eyes of Zuckerberg. He’s subconsciously hungry
to make the site bigger and better
at any cost.
Saverin takes the hardest hit,
as he is slowly pushed out of the
company when Zuckerberg moves
Facebook to California and allows
Napster creator Sean Parker (Justin Timberlake) to be part of the
company.
Eisenberg’s portrayal of the sardonic and egocentric Zuckerberg is
perfection, especially knowing that
the actor had zero access to the real
Mark Zuckerberg.
He’s the narcissistic man who

revolves around his own world and
sows the seeds of his own destruction. Yet at the film’s end, we still
feel bad for him.
Audiences will forget the actor
as “the guy who looks like Michael
Cera” and begin to see him as the
actor who so movingly portrayed
the creator of Facebook.
Timberlake’s role as an attention-whore was a nice attempt, but
still unimpressive. The acting was
reminiscent of his role as a celebrity
in the Disney movie “Model Behavior.” His voice is still childish
and feminine, almost Mike Posneresque.
Looking at the cast overall, they
do an adequate job of portraying the
real-life individuals involved in the
lawsuits over Facebook’s creator.
Audiences feel the animosity and infuriation the Winklevoss twins and
Narendra have for Zuckerberg.
You could say some hearts will
wrench for Saverin, and eyes will
roll in response to Parker’s desire
for a quick dollar. But the only
Oscar-worthy portrayal will be
Eisenberg’s Zuckerberg. He was the

perfect rude, arrogant recluse.
Still, the crucial theme to “The
Social Network” is the irony.
This world-wide social networking website was created by an
individual who possesses painfully
poor communication skills. It’s a
paradox that is not hard to comprehend once the film is seen.
Although there is controversy
over the movie’s depiction of Facebook’s creator, what we draw
from the film is our perception
of Zuckerberg: a hoodie-donning
recluse who had to create a social
machine on the Web to feel in touch
with the world.
Whether or not audiences grasp
the paradoxical nature of Facebook and its creator, the themes of
this film run rampant and strong
throughout.
Maybe it’s a film for the selfloathing who find themselves comparable to Zuckerberg, maybe it’s a
lesson in deceit.
Regardless of its target audience,
one thing is clear: “The Social Network” will be a film that defines our
generation.
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acebook’s

Nicole Green

Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced a $100 million donation
to the failing Newark, N.J. schools during an
appearance on “The Oprah Winfrey Show”
on Sept. 24.
Zuckerberg will launch Startup: Education Foundation with $100 million in his
own Facebook stock, which will be sold on
the secondary market at the discretion of the
Foundation.
Facebook is a private company; revenues
are not reported, and most of the estimated
value of the company and its CEO is not
liquid, or convertible to cash.
The company announced a five-for-one
stock split last week. Bringing the estimated
value of a share of stock to approximately
$15, according to a NyPost.com article about
the split. Its actual value will not be known
until the company goes public with an initial
public offering.
Zuckerberg allegedly met Newark Mayor
Cory Booker at a conference in July, where
the two began talks about their collaboration.
In a Facebook note published the same
day as his appearance on “The Oprah Winfrey
Show,” Zuckerberg suggested that efforts

uture

for school reform should model the
qualities that create successful startup
companies: great leaders and a market
for competition.
He wrote, “School districts need
more autonomy and clearer leadership so they can be managed more
like startups than like government
bureaucracies.”
In most references, Zuckerberg
seems to be referring to charter
schools, which receive public funding
but operate as independent entities –
that is, free from the governance of
school districts and teachers’ unions.
“Newark has unfortunately become a symbol of public education’s
failure—of a status quo that accepts
schools that don’t succeed,” wrote
Zuckerberg. “In 2009, only 40 percent
of kids could read and write at grade
level by the end of third grade, only
AP Photo
54 percent of high school students Mark Zuckerberg speaks to Newark students after announcing his $100 million donation.
graduated and just 38 percent enrolled
a philanthropist to combat the portrayal of
Facebook page, Gates said, “Thank you,
in college.”
Mark, for this incredible gift to improve eduThe donation came just more than a week him in the film.
Some praised the initiative, including
cation. Your involvement in the years ahead
before the release of the film “The Social
– your thinking, your energy – will be even
Network,” which portrays Zuckerberg as a Bill Gates, chairman of Microsoft Corporation and co-founder of The Bill & Melinda
more important than your resources.”
spiteful loner with twisted ethics.
Zuckerberg called on the public to match
Some critics view the announcement as a Gates Foundation.
In a video posted on Startup: Education’s
his donation at startupeducation.org.
public relations stunt to frame Zuckerberg as

The Carroll News chats with ‘Social Network’ stars
CN: Mark Zuckerberg said he wished Hollywood
had waited until after he died to make a film about him.
What’s your take on that?
JE: I understand where he’s coming from, and I can
see how it might be uncomfortable [to be portrayed in
a poor light in the film]. But as an actor I felt I had to
defend my character, Mark.
CN: Do you use any social networks?
JE: No, not besides the telephone. I don’t even use
Facebook.

CN: What do you think was the main incentive behind
the creation of Facebook?
AG: As a young person, I think you want to live forever, and as soon as you become aware of your mortality you want to determine a way to leave your mark on
society. It’s creativity amongst young people.
CN: What do you think about social media?
AG: I can appreciate the genius that Mark Zuckerberg
had in creating the way we communicate with each other
globally. It’s astounding what he’s created.

Andrew Garfield
“Eduardo Saverin”
Zuckerberg’s best friend

Jesse Eisenberg
“Mark Zuckerberg”
Creator of Facebook

CN: How did you prepare for this role?
AH: I did a lot of research on twins ... how they look at
each other when they talk, how they coexist, etc. I watched
a lot of twin movies, including “The Parent Trap” with
Lindsay Lohan.
CN: What do you believe the world would be like today
without Facebook?
AH: It’s so hard to say because it has changed the world
too much. Heaven forbid people would actually have to write
letters. I think the world would feel bigger because there
would be more distance between people.

Armie Hammer
“Tyler and Cameron Winklevoss”
Harvard University classmates

– Interview by Jennifer Holton
Photos from fanpop.com, slashfilm.com, christopherpenn.com, and commons.wikimedia.org
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World News Editor

A country without a cause
It took about 60 years for America to transform from a
great power into the world’s only superpower.
What drove this transition? Competition.
Throughout that period, this nation faced some type
of challenge that transcended political differences and
motivated Americans to work, in one way or another,
towards a common goal. During the 1930s, the challenge
was nation-wide poverty brought about by the Great Depression. In the first half of the 1940s, the challenge was
fascism and the Axis Powers of World War II. Then came
the Cold War and the communist threat, which lasted until
the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991.
While Americans certainly had their differences
throughout those 60 years, the challenges we faced seemed
to have a sobering effect on our national political discourse. They forced us to focus our attention on whatever
existential challenge the nation faced at the time, which
minimized the ideological differences between liberals
and conservatives. And within this moderated political
spectrum, compromise was much easier to achieve, so
America progressed and prospered.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, however,
America has been a country without a cause. Americans
are no longer unified by an overarching goal. As a result,
American society is becoming increasingly complacent
and fractured. Our infrastructure is crumbling. Our education and health care systems are lagging behind those of
other advanced countries. And the ideological differences
between liberals and conservatives are sharper and more
extreme than ever before. So divided is American society,
in fact, that there almost seems to be two Americas.
One of the unfortunate consequences of our divided
society has been two decades of government gridlock.
Politics has become a zero-sum game between Democrats
and Republicans. Bipartisanship is all but extinct, and the
filibuster – once used only sparingly – is now used more
than ever.
But perhaps the most disturbing development has been
the gradual shrinking of the middle class. The recent recession, which has accelerated this decline, has also stoked
a sense of economic insecurity among Americans, which
has slowly evolved into social insecurity and, ultimately,
fear.
Unfortunately, some far-right conservative groups, particularly the Tea Party movement, have taken advantage of
these fears for the sole purpose of gaining political support.
If these groups continue to take advantage of the vulnerable state of American society, its fractured and fragile
fabric could be completely torn apart. America will then
face decades of economic, political and social stagnation
while countries like China, India and Brazil take the lead
on the global stage.
It is of the utmost importance, therefore, to find a
cause that can reunite American society and save the
middle class. This should be the focus of President Barack
Obama’s next two years in office, especially if Republicans
take over control of Congress after the upcoming midterm
elections, which would all but prevent Obama from achieving any more of his domestic or foreign policy goals.
During his presidential campaign, Obama seemed
to strike a chord with many Americans, particularly the
young and the middle class. His message impassioned and
mobilized a huge amount of Americans and resulted in one
of the largest Election Day turnouts in the nation’s history.
Although he was unable to maintain this momentum, he
can still try to figure out what it was about his message
that sparked such an emotional response, because that was
the closest thing to a “cause” that this country has had in
the past two decades.
Contact Sean Webster
at swebster11@jcu.edu

World Briefing

1. Israelis suspected of setting fire to Mosque

Radical Israeli settlers are suspected of setting fire to a
mosque in the West Bank. Officials suspect the attack is part
of a campaign known as “price tag” in which militant settlers respond to attempts by the Israeli military to curb their
building or actions with attacks on Palestinians. The attack,
the third of its kind in the West Bank in the past 10 months,
comes as the U.S. is trying to salvage the Israeli-Palestinian
peace talks after Israel’s 10-month construction freeze ended
on Sept. 26. Two-thirds of Palestinians favor ending the talks
because of the resumption of settlement construction. Pictured
are Palestinian youths hurling stones towards Israeli soldiers,
not seen, during clashes in the West Bank following a visit of
a group of Israelis in condemnation of the mosque burning.

2. Times Square bomber gets life in jail

Faisal Shahzad, the man convicted of attempting to attack
New York’s Times Square with a homemade car bomb, was
sentenced to life in prison by a Manhattan federal court. When
convicted in June, Shahzad, pictured at left in a courtroom
sketch, explained that he packed his vehicle with three separate bomb components, hoping to set off a fertilizer-fuelled
bomb packed in a gun cabinet, a set of propane tanks and gas
canisters rigged with fireworks to explode into a fireball. After
parking the SUV, Shahzad said he lit a fuse and waited for
between two and a half to five minutes for the bomb to go off.
“I was waiting to hear a sound but I didn’t hear a sound. ... So I
walked to Grand Central [station] and went home,” he said.

3. Clown receives most votes in Brazilian election

A Brazilian clown known as Tiririca (which means “Grumpy”
in Portuguese), whose real name is Fransisco Oliveira Silva,
pictured at left, won more votes than any other candidate in
Brazil’s congressional elections. As one of the many candidates competing for Brazil’s 513 seats in its lower house of
Congress, he used slogans such as “It can’t get any worse” to
win some 1,353,355 votes. The next best supported candidate
received about 694,000 votes. One of Tiririca’s messages was
“What does a federal deputy do? Truly, I don’t know. But
vote for me and I will find out for you.” However, Brazilian
prosecutors want to make the clown prove he can read and
write. Under Brazil’s constitution, no member of congress
can be illiterate.

4. Mexico to undergo full-scale police reform

In an effort to regain the trust of his people, President Felipe
Calderón announced the Mexican government is preparing
a massive overhaul of the nation’s police force. Under pressure from the United States and his own government to act
on the unchecked violence of drug cartels, Calderón will try
to unify the nation’s police force by dissolving most of the
existing local, autonomous forces and replacing them with
a standardized, nationally-sponsored force. These reforms
follow in the wake of the 11th mayoral assassination of the
year. Pictured are federal police officers outside a house where
two people were killed and a third one was kidnapped after
unknown gunmen entered the house and opened fire in Ciudad
Juarez, Mexico.

5. Iraqi leader close to ending political impasse

After gaining support from a crucial political group, Iraqi
Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki seems to have secured a second
term for himself. The deal will hopefully end nearly seven
months of political bargaining following Iraq’s parliamentary
elections in March. The group is an anti-American Shiite Islamic movement led by Moktada al-Sadr, pictured left. While
the United States has insisted that they preferred no candidate
in particular, it made it clear that it did not favor a government
that included the Sadrist movement, which is closely allied
with Iran and opposes the presence of American troops.
– AP images and information compiled by
Michael Reiser and Sean Webster.
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World News Poll

Do you agree with President
Barack Obama that Fox News is
“destructive” to America?

No

61% (14 votes)

Yes

39% (9 votes)

THIS WEEK’S QUESTION

Should the government be allowed
to finance embryonic stem
cell research?
Go online at www.jcunews.com to vote in the poll, and
check out the next issue to see the results.

Image from english.aljazeera.net

A report published by the United Nations claims that Rwandan and Ugandan troops were involved in attacks in
the Democratic Republic of Congo throughout the 1990s.

UN report adds twist to Rwandan genocide
Michael Reiser
Staff Reporter

The United Nations has released an
official report accusing potential crimes
of genocide committed by the Tutsi-led
Rwandan forces in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) during the
1990s as a backlash to the genocides
committed by the Hutus against the
Tutsis.
The report’s first draft was released
in August, fueling outraged protest from
the Rwandan and Ugandan governments.
Rwanda’s foreign minister, Louise
Mushikiwabo, told The New York Times,
“Rwanda faces enough challenges today,
including systematic efforts to rewrite
history and reignite hatred, to respond
to 16-year-old recycled garbage.”
The almost 550 page report covers
617 separate instances of murder, torture, and other crimes against humanity.
Rwanda has backed down from threats
to withdraw their peace-keeping troops
from the U.N.
Rwanda claims that the troops that
entered the DRC in the mid 1990s were
pursuing the remaining Hutu militiamen
responsible for the Tutsi genocide.

According to the report, there are
“several incidents [that] point to circumstances and facts from which a court
could infer the intention to destroy the
Hutu ethnic group in the DRC in part.”
The report states that Rwandan forces
would “trick” the Hutu victims into
coming to meetings in which Rwanda
was to offer them repatriation programs,
assimilation into Congolese society
if they had settled there already, or as
simple as the distribution of food. Once
all had gathered, “those present were
systematically killed.”
The report also noted that “[s]everal
of the massacres listed were committed
regardless of the age or gender of the
victims.”
The Rwandan President has also
come under heavy fire after the release
of the report.
President Paul Kagame led the Tutsi
revolt in 1994 against the Hutu genocide, and is an iconic figure of one of
the most celebrated success stories in
recent years.
This report, although, implicates him
as turning a blind eye to the genocidal
acts being committed in the 1990s.
Gerald Gahima, a former Rwandan
prosecutor general who now lives in

the U.S., also told The New York Times
that he had no proof that could implicate
the president directly, “but he knew that
these crimes were going on.” He added,
“you [as a commander] are also criminally liable for crimes that you know
are happening and don’t do anything
to stop.”
There have also been allegations that
the U.N. toned down the original draft
to appease Rwanda and Uganda. There
was a report that the United States pressured the U.N. to bury the results of the
investigation into the genocide out of
fear that another civil war would start
in Rwanda.
A member of the State Department
said “it did not appear” that there was
American pressure surrounding the final
draft of the report.
According to BBC reporter Mark
Doyle, the draft of the report “spoke of
‘damning’ reports of ‘systematic and
widespread attacks’ which, if proven in
court, ‘could be classified as crimes of
genocide’”.
The final report, on the other hand,
is not as judgmental in its vocabulary:
“speaking of ‘apparent’ attacks, which
‘could be characterized as crimes of
genocide.’”

“

k”

Word for Word

“What these contributions make clear is that
the Republican Party is a division of News
Corporation, just as Fox News is a division of
News Corporation.”

– The Democratic National Committee on news that
Rupert Murdoch chairman of the News Corporation,
whose holdings include the Fox News Channel, The Wall
Street Journal and The New York Post, had given $1
million to a business coalition that is advertising heavily
against Democrats. (NPR)

“You made the charge, what do you
have to back it up?”

– Fredric Dicker, a political editor and reporter for The
New York Post, to Carl Paladino, the Republican nominee for governor of New York over claims of infidelity
Paladino made about his Democratic opponent, Andrew
Cuomo. (The New York Times)

“You send another goon to my daughter’s
house and I’ll take you out, buddy.”

– Carl Paladino in response to Fredric Dicker’s statement above. Paladino later conceded that he had no
evidence to back up his charge, and said he only wanted
reporters to scrutinize his rival’s life as closely as they
had his own. Paladino has a 10-year-old daughter from an
extramarital affair. (The New York Times)

“I have heard many times that atheists know
more about religion than religious people.
Atheism is an effect of that knowledge, not a
lack of knowledge. I gave a Bible to my daughter. That’s how you make atheists.”

– Dave Silverman, president of American Atheists,
on news that atheists scored highest on a test of general
religious knowledge administered to over 3,400
Americans. (The New York Times)
– Compiled by Sean Webster.

North Korean leader prepares son for future succession
Associated Press
North Korea’s heir apparent
observed military drills with his
father, according to a state media
report Tuesday, heralding a growing
public profile for Kim Jong Un as
he takes on a more prominent role
in the reclusive nation.
The official Korea Central News
Agency said in a dispatch that Kim
joined his father, supreme leader
Kim Jong Il, in a visit to a military
unit and to observe a live-fire drill.
The choice of a military unit, rather
than an industrial site, for the first
such report highlights the importance of North Korea’s “songun,”
or “military first,” policy.
Kim Jong Un made his public debut last week after being promoted to
four-star general and vice chairman
of the ruling Workers’ Party of Korea’s central military commission.

That confirmed analyst speculation
that he had been chosen to succeed
his ailing father as eventual ruler
of the impoverished authoritarian
regime that pursues active nuclear
and missile programs.
North Korea’s succession is
being closely watched because of
concerns over Kim Jong Il’s health.
The 68-year-old is believed to have
suffered a stroke in 2008 and regional powers are concerned about
possible instability in the country
were he to die without having a firm
succession plan in place.
Kim Jong Il took over as North
Korea’s leader in 1994 when his father, national founder Kim Il Sung,
died of heart failure in what became
the first hereditary succession in the
communist world.
Tuesday’s Korean-language
report did not specify exactly when
the visit took place. Also attending

the event were top military officers
and other ruling party officials including Jang Song Thaek and his
wife, Kim Kyong Hui, who is Kim
Jong Il’s younger sister.
Kim Jong Il expressed “great
satisfaction over the fact that all the
units are fully prepared to beat back
in time any surprise enemy invasion
and defend the socialist homeland
as firm as a rock,” KCNA said in a
later English-language version of
the report.
The world got its first glimpse
of Kim Jong Un last Thursday,
two days after North Korea held
its biggest Workers’ Party gathering in 30 years. The younger Kim,
believed to be in his late 20s, was
shown in several group photos taken
with his father and other party and
military officials and published in
the country’s main Rodong Sinmun
newspaper.

He also was seen Thursday in
video footage of the party meeting broadcast on state television in
which he was shown applauding
with other delegates during a speech
lauding his father.
Separately, the South Korean
military is preparing to immediately resume full-scale propaganda
activities against North Korea in the
event of “any new provocations” by
the country, Defense Minister Kim
Tae-young said Tuesday. “We plan
to put our preparations into action
when a political judgment sees the
need for us to further pressure the
North,” he told lawmakers.
He spoke a day after saying that
Pyongyang may launch provocative
acts as it carries out its leadership
succession plan and to disrupt a
summit of the Group of 20 nations
next month in Seoul.
Kim’s comments also came after

North Korea said last week it might
fire artillery at sites in the South
from where leaflets criticizing the
country were launched by civilian
activists using balloon across the
heavily fortified border.
In 2004, the rival Koreas ended
decades of propaganda campaigns
as relations warmed following a
landmark summit in 2000.
South Korea, however, installed
a dozen propaganda loudspeakers
along the border as a part of punitive steps taken against the North
over the March sinking of a South
Korean warship in which 46 sailors
died. They have yet to start broadcasting from the speakers.
A multi-national investigation
led by Seoul concluded in May that
a torpedo fired from a North Korean submarine sank the 1,200-ton
warship. North Korea has denied
involvement.
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Unscramble the words!
TOSTHC
______
HINMAL
______
OFIHFNE
_______

Connect the dots!
41

1

40

42

43

39

34

38
37

2

36

3

28

8

4

6

5

33

35

7

29
32
31

27

9

26

17

16

18

15

10

ECXLREP
_______
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25
13

19
21

11
12

ASKTSER
_______

20

24
23

22

How many words can you make from these letters!
Superfluous

Word Search!

30
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Sudoku

Easy

Tough

Super Tough

The first correct responder to the super tough sudoku
will receive a $5 gift card to Panera Bread.
Sponsored by Panera Bread at 20060 Van Aken Blvd. in Shaker Plaza.

Name That Toon!
The following picture relates to a popular song. The first person to submit the correct
answer will get his/her name and picture in the next CN! Just fill in your guess along
with your name and e-mail then drop off your submission at the CN office to win!
Last Issue’s Name
That Toon Winner

Song artist/title:_________________________
Name:_________________________________
E-mail:________________________________

Photo from facebook.com

Dmitriy Yarovitsky
Last issue’s
Toon:

“Blowin’ Money
Fast”
by Rick Ross
feat. Styles P

“So boy forget about
the world cuz it’s
gon’ be me and you
tonight”

Cartoon by David Hickey

What the
toon doesn’t
say about the
tune:

The Carroll
News
Do you like winning awards?
So do we!

Join the award-winning staff of
The Carroll News today!
contact us at jcunews@gmail.com

Editorial

Editorial

Dormitory security at risk

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“

“What’s most important is that we do the
hard work of overcoming our differences,
have a civil conversation, and put the future
of our kids and our country first.”

JCU censors access to CollegeACB
John Carroll University recently restricted access to the website collegeacb.com on its network after administration and students voiced concerns
about negative comments posted on the site about JCU students.
Several of the comments that directly attack students at JCU are libelous and hurtful toward the students about which they are written.
The postings are also inconsistent with many of the ideals of this University. Attacking fellow students, by name, on a very public format is
not demonstrative of being “men and women for others.” It is considered
cyber-bullying.
The anonymity granted to people who post comments removes any
accountability for the statements posted. The site is being used as a rumor
mill on which the information posted is based on unsupported claims
and emotion.
The JCU student body is small, which allows a great amount of familiarity among students. The comments posted on CollegeACB, therefore,
can ruin the reputations of individuals on this campus without allowing
those people a fair chance to defend themselves.
The University had a duty to respond to the students who came forth
with concerns about the website. JCU responded promptly, but the decision
to block access to the website on the University’s network is censorship.
The block on the site should be removed. The University should have
addressed the issues surrounding the website with a campaign to educate
students about cyber-bullying and defamation.
Students should refrain from using the site on the principle that continued use encourages others to vent their frustrations with their peers
at JCU in a way that violates the privacy of students on this campus and
encourages the spreading of rumors.
Students who continue to use the site should report the website postings
that are hateful or vicious, and ask that they are promptly removed. Also,
students should combat negative comments with positive ones.
All people commenting on the website must keep in mind that the
comments that appear on JCU’s section of CollegeACB are representative
of the Institution as a whole. That students post personal attacks about
their peers at JCU on a public forum, creates a negative image for the
University for any outsiders who read the posts.
Also, students should keep in mind that it is just as easy to post comments themselves as it is for others.
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He’s creepin’ in your window,
he’s snatchin’ your computers up,
tryin’ to take ‘em,
so y’all better hide your iPods,
hide your wallet, and hide your
roommate ‘cause there’s a
Pacelli intruder out here!

During the past two weeks, there have been two reports of intrusions
in Pacelli Hall reported to Campus Safety Services. Each time, the victims
described waking up in the middle of the night to find a male intruder
in their rooms.
Not only is this dangerous to students, but it is also a negative reflection of the security measures in place in the dormitories. Both of these
issues should be addressed in order to best protect the students living
on-campus.
Students should be the first to take responsibility for their safety by
locking their doors every night.
Although no physical harm has been done to any students, it is clear that
it is a real threat. If the University continues to require all non-commuter
freshman and sophomore students to live in residence halls, safety should
be the number one priority.
As it stands, anybody can gain access to any dormitory if they wait long
enough for a resident to let them into the building. Unlike most universities, John Carroll does not require visitors to check in at a front desk.
Similarly they do not use security cameras anywhere in the buildings. The CSS investigation has concluded that the intruder is someone
who lives in Pacelli, but they cannot identify who it is. The presence of
security cameras would greatly assist in the investigation and identification of this person. It could also stop these incidents from occurring in
the first place.
The University must take action and institute these security measures
before one of these intrusions becomes dangerous to the students.
Although these incidents have only happened in one specific residence hall, all students living in on-campus housing should recognize
the risks that exist and take the necessary measures to avoid any possible
threats.

To contact the Carroll News:
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-Margaret Spellings,
Former U.S. Secretary of Education and
White House Domestic Policy Adviser

HIT & miss

Hit: ABC’s “Extreme Home Makeover” finished a house in Maple
Heights miss: Europeans beat Americans in the Ryder Cup
Hit: Browns beat the Bengals miss: Cleveland’s Scovill area
named second most dangerous neighborhood in the country
Hit: U.K. recognizes Druidism as a religion miss(ing): John
Mayer’s Twitter account Hit: He is blogging twice as much to
make up for it Hit: Britain’s Robert Edwards wins Nobel Prize for
his ground-breaking developments with in-vitro fertilization
miss: The Vatican wasn’t happy about it
Hit: Humans miss: Zombies miss(ing): enough Nerf darts
miss: Toxic red sludge from an aluminum plant floods Hungarian
villages Hit: Cavs begin their preseason
e-mail your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com
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OURVIEW

Can’t buy me happiness					

Jennifer Holton
Arts & Life Editor

My older brother, the sibling
who took all of the math and science
genes, constantly badgers me with
the notion that, as a communication major, I will grow up to be a
destitute woman. One who will lead
a less than satisfactory life because
of an inability to sustain a six-figure
income. He, on the other hand, in
his fifth year of a bio-medical engineering program plans to marry
his aspiring pharmacist girlfriend
and rub his earnings in my face for
the rest of my life. I can quote him
almost word-for-word saying, “Listen here Hollywood, I’m just saying
… that designer-clothing lifestyle
you thrive on, that’s something you
should just give up now, because
you can’t maintain that with the
wage of a communications major.”
Not only is my brother in the
wrong about the income of a com-

munications major, but he also sees
success solely as money.
Isn’t that a shame? What’s even
sadder is I see that view in more
people than just my brother.
People choose their career
paths based on financial security
yet drown themselves in tedious
textbooks and write papers on topics they don’t even find interesting.
Guys will attempt to impress girls
with their law school or medical
school aspirations. Similarly, girls
will do the same to sound noble and
posh in their ambitions. Essentially,
they put the pen to the paper in college so that they can confidently put
the pen to the checkbook a decade
or two later.
But does this security guarantee
ultimate happiness? Because I have
met students on this campus that
boast about the money they expect
to make, yet they’re not sure what
else they will get out of their career
besides a hefty check.
Happiness is not something one
can cash in on, nor is it a lasting
product of driving a Beamer. If
we all took that “Beatles” perspective of, “I don’t care too much for
money ...,” we would find happiness in something other than a Mr.

Benjamin Franklin. Philosopher
Albert Schweitzer said, “Success is
not the key to happiness; happiness
is the key to success. If you love
what you are doing, you will be
successful.”
Yes, I want to feel secure, but
if I am not happy, then monetary
security means nothing to me.
I’m not preaching for those
who have majors promising high
incomes to switch to something
different. But if you are not happy
now, you will most likely never
be unless you do something to fix
it. The trick is to understand what
makes you happy, and contentment
will stem from there.
Contrary to the beliefs of my
brother, money does not define
success, and obviously it does not
define happiness. He loves what
he’s doing, but he’s approaching
it the wrong way. For any of those
readers holding a perspective similar to that of my brother, I hope that
reading this has made you question
what makes you happy. If not,
hopefully you’ve taken something
else from it.
Contact Jenn Holton at
jholton12@jcu.edu

Wonderword
What does crepuscular mean?

“Muscular crepes.”
Shaina Fishman,
senior

“Of or referring to an incredibly creepy situation or
individual.”
Tom Kerrigan,
graduate student

“Creepily muscular.”
Karolina Hrgic and
Katrina Medancic,
freshmen

Crepuscular: Pertaining to twilight

The

Greener Side:
451 degrees

Last week was National Banned
Books Week.
Even today, educational institutions and annoying parents march
to their local libraries and school
boards demanding that books be
removed from shelves and classrooms.
Apparently, these people are not
fond of the freedom of speech, but
they love the freedom to protest.
Instead of reading about new or
controversial ideas and discussing
them, book-banners fight to make
sure no child, teenager or college
student be forced to question the
things his or her parents taught
him.
The American Library Association lists some of the most commonly banned books. Such classic
novels as “A Farewell to Arms,”
“Of Mice and Men,” “Beloved,”
and “The Catcher in the Rye” make
the list.
It’s probably a great honor to be
on this list. Ironically, being banned,
means being relevant enough to
be of concern. It means a piece of
work is controversial and insightful,
and it might just make people feel
empowered or angry. Most of all, it
probably means an author was painfully honest about the world.
Banned books are iconoclastic
– the anti-fairytale. They are not
about families of four with a doting
mom and a banker for a father. The
characters aren’t chaste and loyal,
God-fearing and living happily
ever after.
That’s not real, and frankly, it’s
kind of boring.
Jay Gatsby is heartbroken. He
has it bad for a shallow woman, who
chose jewelry over real love, and
they don’t end up together. Neither
do Lady Brett and Jake. He’s impotent, and she’s cursed with beauty
and charm.

Sometimes people, including the
Lt. Henry and Catherine Barkley
from “A Farewell of Arms,” have
sex, and they don’t really want a
baby or marriage.
“Harry Potter,” which was one of
the most banned books in 1999, is
popular because it is so imaginative.
It’s not a biblical series supporting
mysticism, the case made against
the book. I think it’s safe to say that
readers know the story is fake.
Yes, it is important to consider
the age appropriateness of what
children read. But high school students know what sex is, and they
know the f-word. Heck, they’ve
probably yelled it a time or two or
at least defiantly thrown a middle
finger in the air. They are probably
in the process of realizing that their
whole constructed world is pretty
darn phony and that some boys like
other boys. They’ve seen naked
people on the Internet or in person,
and they probably even wondered
about God from time to time.
Citizens seeking censorship
don’t get fired up because novels
are libelous. They’re made up. They
get mad because banned novels
question the way people live their
lives. They question sacred rituals,
traditions and institutions. In that
way, readers feel affected.
“To Kill a Mockingbird” and
“Twilight,” both of which are
on the ALA’s top ten list of most
challenged books in 2009, are not
personal attacks. Both books present social issues and human nature
in context.
Authors know when their work
is going to tick people off, but some
write what they write anyway. It’s
either egotistical or very brave to
knowingly open yourself to criticism.
But whatever the motivation for
writing, the point is, the author puts
her name on it and takes accountability for whatever results.
Contact Nicole Green at
ngreen13@jcu.edu

“Thou shalt not kill. God is love,
Rev Run.”
Pretty believable, huh?
Unless you’ve never been on
YouTube, you’re familiar with
the songs Andy Samberg does
for Saturday Night Live’s Digital
Shorts. I could write lyrics for him
all day. I’m currently working on
one for him called “In the Wrong.”
It’s about proper etiquette in public
restrooms and features cameos from
George Michael, Sarah Palin and
Kid Rock.
I’d be great at ghostwriting
celebrity tweets. I’m super clever
and entertaining and everyone likes
what I write, so it would be a great
PR move for them. I would tweet
for Kanye West, but he’s on a completely different level than me and
the rest of humanity. Justin Bieber

would probably be a better fit. I possess the creative genius necessary
to type: “@JustinBieber just got
off stage, so many girls threw their
underwear at me, I think I’m going
to wash all of them and donate them
to Goodwill.”
I think the last bit of evidence I
need to prove I’m worthy of being
a professional ghost writer is that,
for whatever reason, people want
to read what I have to say. How
else would you explain the fact that
you’re still reading this after 529
words?
Oh, by the way, Tony Danza
ghost wrote this column for me.
From prison. With a spoon. In the
dirt. In Latin. Maybe.
God is love, Rev Run.
Contact Bob Seeholzer at
rseeholzer11@jcu.edu

Nicole Green

Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

That’s what See said: I’ll write your midterm paper
Bob Seeholzer
Managing Editor

Sometimes I sit around and think
about things I’d be really, really
good at to the point where I could
do them professionally. The list
includes things like contact sports,
Googling my own name and cooking chicken among others.
Anyways, the list usually ends
up being pretty long so it’s hard to
remember all of them, but one thing
that always comes up is the fact that
I’d be an awesome ghost writer for

other people.
No, being a ghost writer doesn’t
mean that my column picture looks
like Casper the Friendly Ghost
(although, I do look very pale and
bald). It means that I would write
for someone, but it would appear
as though they wrote it themselves.
It’s a technique often used by rappers (including Will Smith, Dr. Dre
and Diddy) who have someone else
write lyrics for them.
There are a few reasons I’d be a
great ghostwriter. Really, it’s as easy
as one-two-three.
One, I have an uncanny ability to
empathize with someone and know
how they feel in a given situation.
Two, I have a favorite pen (it’s
green). Three, I can use that pen
to write from the perspective of
someone I’m empathizing with (in

green). Easy, right?
Who would I ghostwrite for?
Well I’m glad I assumed you asked.
There are a plethora of people I’d
like to express the opinions of,
but the most interesting ones are
famous.
If you’ve ever seen the MTV
show “Run’s House,” then you
know that Rev Run ends every
episode by sending out his “words
of wisdom” e-mail from his Blackberry while he sits in a tub full of
bubbles. He ends every one of them
the same way by signing it “God
is love, Rev Run.” I figure as long
as I make sure I do that and send it
from a bubble bath then people will
believe I’m him.
“Treat people the way you want
to be treated. God is love, Rev
Run.”
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The Op/Ed
Top Ten:
Pseudonyms

1. Deep Throat (Mark Felt)
2. Superman (Clark Kent)
3. Darth Vader (Anakin Skywalker)
4. Mark Twain (Samuel
Langhorne Clemens)
5. Fergie (Stacy Ferguson)
6. T.I. (Clifford Joseph Harris, Jr.)
7. Whoopi Goldberg (Caryn
Elaine Johnson)
8. Chad Ochocinco (Chad Javon
Johnson)
9. Marilyn Monroe (Norma Jean
Mortensen)
10. Shania Twain (Eilleen Regina
Edwards)
-Compiled by Brian Bayer and Nicole Green

The Bayer Necessities:
Do something
crazy!
Brian Bayer

Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

According to most states’ laws,
you must be 21-years-old to gamble
in a casino. The philosophy behind
this is that by that time in your life,
you have had enough real-world
experience to make responsible
decisions.
This only makes sense if you
take full advantage of your pre-21
years and take risks. This starts with
a simple step and can end with a
life-changing experience.
There are many ways to take
risks, and how you choose to do it
is up to you.
The first thing to consider is
safety. Obviously, there may (or
perhaps should) be a degree of
danger when you choose to do
something outside of your comfort
zone. You probably shouldn’t do
anything that will put you in severe,
life-threatening danger without
considering how great the reward
will be.
As a former Boy Scout and allaround fun guy, mountain climbing
is one of my favorite past times.
Whenever two tectonic plates collide, I get the urge to summit them.
For me, this is a big risk; but the
panoramic view from the peak is
worth every hesitant step I take.
So, as far as danger goes, make
sure you know that you’re crazy
before engaging in the activity. You
will appreciate it afterwards.
The next and most important
thing to decide is what risk you are
going to take.
If you are a shy kind of person,
then maybe your big risk should be
talking to a girl (or a boy if that’s
what you prefer).
If you lead a more exciting life,
then maybe your risk should be

skydiving; or talking to ten girls (or
boys if that’s what you prefer).
Everybody has different interests, so whatever you choose to
do, go out on a ledge and push
your limits.
The final step in taking a risk is
determining how you will take this
risk. This can be broken down into
several categories: brave, stupid
and cool.
Brave is when you feel uncomfortable with something, but you
decide to do it because you know
that it will be worth it in the end.
This is the most fulfilling type of
risk to take.
For me, this came in the form
of the Vermonster challenge at Ben
and Jerry’s. I didn’t know if my
team (comprised solely of runners
Nick Wojtasik, Bob Seeholzer, Jeff
Sigmund and myself) could handle
20 scoops of ice cream. When we
got fifth place of 20 teams, we
felt very fulfilled (mainly with ice
cream).
The next type of risk is a stupid
risk. This category includes actions
that no one will care about after you
have done them. Last weekend, a
friend went 19-0 in beer pong.
Another had the strong urge to
run to Taco Bell barefoot. Rule of
thumb: when alcohol is involved,
the risks you take will probably be
in this category.
The last type of risk is a cool
risk. Coming to John Carroll is
one example of a cool risk. You
made the decision to be here, so
now is the time to enjoy the fruits
of your risk.
In the end, you don’t need to be
in a casino to shoot craps; life is a
gamble. You might roll snake eyes
sometimes, but if you play the game
of life long enough, you just might
get your triple sevens (or boys if
that’s what you prefer).
Contact Brian Bayer at
bbayer13@jcu.edu

Katie Sheridan
Editor in Chief

As a journalist, is it possible for
me to be your friend and stay true to
my journalistic nature? The answer
is, probably not.
When I was applying at Dairy
Queen for what would later become
my first job, the interviewers asked
me what was more important,
speed or quality. If the job was
with a newspaper instead of an ice
cream shop they might have asked
me: Which is more important, to
be a good friend, or to be a good
journalist?
I respect journalists a lot because
while most people love what journalists report, they often despise
the person doing the reporting. If a
journalist isn’t reporting fluff, they
will probably be disliked by some-

one for what they write, regardless
of whether it is unbiased.
My roommate is not affiliated
with The Carroll News. In fact,
she holds an executive position on
the Student Union Board. Student
Union and The Carroll News are
sometimes seen as enemies and I’m
sure over the years we’ve ruffled a
few feathers. People in our respective organizations questioned us on
our decision to live together.
Last semester, as we were
signing our lease, she interviewed
a public relations specialist for a
class project. The woman she talked
to said, “A journalist is never your
friend.” I don’t think she told the
woman that she would be living
with a newspaper editor next year,
but I would have liked to have heard
her response. At this point in the
year I think my roommate would
happily tell that woman that either
I’m not a real journalist, or that she
was misinformed.
Another person I know is concerned that if I see him at a bar I
might write a story about him. Well,
Greg, this is as close as it is going
to get.

First Things First:
You’ve overslept. It’s raining
outside. You are late to class only to
find that you got a bad grade on your
last paper you turned in. And the icing on the cake – family problems at
home are escalating. All you want to
do is go back to your room and lay
in bed until the day passes. It’s too
much to handle sometimes.
Everyone experiences this at
some point in their lives. Life is full
of ups and downs, and sometimes
you get your downs dealt to you all
in the same day. Changes in your
mood are normal and being sad is
a natural part of life. But have you
ever felt sad for days on end and
stopped to wonder if maybe it is
something more than just a bad day
or week?
It is completely normal to have
a bad day or be sad occasionally –
especially as a college student. But
when you are having these feelings consistently, it might be more
than just a bad day. Depression is
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Why can’t we be
friends?
You see, as journalists, we have
a responsibility to report the truth,
but we’re human too. We always
want to know what is going on,
but we don’t want to hurt people.
If I reported everything I heard
the newspaper would be a different sort of interesting, but I don’t
really think the campus would be
better off.
We discuss all of our story ideas
at a weekly staff meeting, and when
necessary, we contact professors and
professionals for advice. Journalists
are thoughtful, meaning we carefully think about what we print.
So, to answer the question posed
by my fabricated newspaper interviewers, I would tell them the same
thing I told the people at Dairy
Queen. There needs to be a balance.
That answer, and hopefully some
other qualifications, got me the job.
And that answer is something I truly
believe. There is a balance to being
a friend and a journalist and while I
will always be a journalist at heart, it
is also possible to be my friend.
Contact Katie Sheridan at
ksheridan11@jcu.edu

By Ashlee Burrs, assistant director of student activities,
on behalf of the Xavier-Nichols Programming Team

a common occurrence among college students and affects nearly 19
million people over the age of 18
each year.
Did you ever notice how people
throw around the word depression
a lot? People make light of depression when they are sad or when their
friends are experiencing a bad day.
The facts about depression are that it
is an illness and can be treated.
Depression is more than just a
case of the blues – in fact, many
people who experience depression
do not feel sad at all. Instead, they
feel helpless, empty and apathetic.
Here are some common signs of
depression:
• Feeling helpless or hopeless
• Problems concentrating on
tasks
• Change in eating habits
• Loss of interest in daily
activities
• Changes in sleep habits
• Self-loathing

• Extreme irritability
• Restlessness
• Negative thoughts
• Unexplained aches and pains
If you notice these symptoms in
yourself or a friend, the Counseling Center is the best place to go
for help. Depression is just like
any other illness. If you had a cold,
you would carry around some tissues, get some cough drops, make
chicken soup, and get medication to
ensure that the cold is out of your
system fast so that you can get back
to focusing on your life. The same
should be true for depression. Getting help is the first step to recovery,
and is free on campus.
Many people who are experiencing depression are often embarrassed to get help because they feel
that it is a personal weakness. The
truth is, depression is an illness that
can be treated – and it is as easy as
making an appointment at the Counseling Center on campus.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent

Help Wanted

5 recently renovated, two
family homes on Warrensville
Center Rd. near JCU. Very
clean, well maintained, 3 bedrooms on each floor. Large
rooms, air conditioning,
hardwood flooring, 2 car garage. All appliances included.
Available June 1st 2011. Hurry the good ones go quick!
Call Mike Jr. (440)336-4254
or Mike Sr. (440) 724-6654
e-mail: sas423@roadrunner.
com
Room for rent in ranch home.
$500 mo. includes everything. 1-216-382-0358

Small local company in Mayfield looking for a reliable
and trustworthy individual
for weeknight and weekend
assistance.
Tasks include
processing online orders
for merchandise, answering
phones and a few secretarial
tasks. If interested please email jobs@amazingtickets.
com or call 216-534-1161.
Now hiring for customer
service positions. Part-time
flexible hours around your
school schedule. Must be
friendly, smile, and focus
on service to the customer.
Must present a professional
approach with clear communication skills, accurate
typing and data entry skills.
Minutes from JCU 13940
Cedar Rd. in Cedar Center,
down from Whole Foods Apply in person 216-371-9300
store1240@theupsstore.com
After school Childcare Needed. 3 great kids. Elementary
and middle school age. East
side. Car needed. Approx 3 to
6 p.m. weekdays but days and
times flexible. Send e-mail to
oakpoint3@gmail.com.

For Rent. Clean 4 Bedrooms,
T.V. room, large kitchen, all
appliances, includes washer/
dryer. Carpeting in all rooms.
Close to JCU and all shopping. Off street parking. $950
per month. lease. A must see!
Move in now. 440-897-7881
440-655-2048

4 bedroom house 5 minute
walk to JCU. 2 showers finished basement all appliances
included call Charles (216)
402-9653

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
If you are interested in working with special children,
our family has a part-time,
long-term employment opportunity available. Sarah,
our intelligent and engaging
twelve-year-old daughter, has
cerebral palsy and is hearing
impaired. We are looking for
someone who can productively occupy her while mom and
dad attend to everyday tasks.
We are offering $24 per hour
for the first hour worked each
day and $12 per hour there
after during the week. $17
per hour over weekends. Requirements include: Having
full ownership of and full
access to a car. Being available during the remainder of
the 2010/2011 school year
for at least one day per week
between 3:00 p.m. to 7:00
p.m. Being available for at
least seven hours over most
weekends. Being available
during most of next summer
for between 16 and 38 hours
per week. For consideration,
please contact Ben and Teri
Chmielewski at 216-5770114. Our Shaker Heights
home is located near JCU.

Looking for a place
to advertise?

Look no further than
The Carroll News
Please e-mail us at

carrollnewsads@gmail.com

Childcare Provider Wanted:
Looking for loving person that
has experience caring for infants and toddlers and has a
flexible schedule. Mon-FRI
7:30am-3:30pm. Competitive
pay. Must be able to drive and
have reliable transportation to
Cleveland Heights. Interested
parties please call 216-9328334. References required.
BABYSITTER needed to
watch one 6 year old girl on
an occasional basis. Live one
mile from JCU. Salary is $10
per hour. Please call Debby at
216-410-2721.
University Hts / South Euclid---Great 4-5-6 Bedroom houses
available with plenty of parking, newer appliances, washers and dryers, AC, and bars.
Only a few blocks and within
walking distance from campus!
DON’T WAIT, ACT FAST!
Leases to begin in June 2011.
Call Anthony with questions or
to see a house.at (216) 3747164

Claddagh Irish Pubs is now hiring
servers, hosts, and bartenders.
Please come into the pub to apply.
Monday thru Friday between
1pm-5pm. Must have an outgoing
and friendly personality 25389
Cedar Road Legacy Village
Lyndhurst, OH

Roommate Wanted
Roommate wanted! Coventry
Apartment. Own Bedroom,
own bathroom. Call Natalie
for more info. 330-550-3411.
Or e-mail @ nhumphreys10@
jcu.edu
Female Roommate wanted.
2608 Warrensville call for
more info. 440-554-5394

Follow us
on
Facebook
at:
The Carroll
News

Classified ads
cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and
$0.25 for each additional word.
To be placed, ads
must be typed or
handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent to or dropped
off at The Carroll
News office with
payment.
Classified ads will
not be run without
pre-payment.
Classifieds will
not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds
is noon of the
Monday prior to
publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Mail us at: The
Carroll News
John Carroll
Univ. 20700 N.
Park Blvd.
University Hts,
OH 44118
carrollnews@
jcu.edu.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex,
religion, color, national
origin, family status and
handicap in all Ohio rental
property. The Carroll
News will not knowingly
accept advertising in violation of this law. As a
consequence, The Carroll News will not accept
rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

